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PETROM IS LAUNCHING ITS NEW LUBRICANTS RANGE 

PETROM MOTOR OIL 
 
► New lubricants optimize engine functioning 
► Petrom Motor Oil portfolio is available in all Petrom stations  

 
Petrom, the largest oil and gas producer in South-eastern Europe, has recently in
on the Romanian lubes market a new range of motor oils, Petrom Motor Oil. Und
brand we have a range of high quality motor oils, from single-grade or multi-gra
that protect your engine, to hydraulic or transmission lubricants that maintain in
shape the components of industrial equipments and vehicles. 
 
Tamas Mayer, member of the Petrom Executive Board, responsible with the mar
activity. „The Petrom Motor Oil new range of lubricants is based on a modern te
and covers the needs of any kind of car or industrial equipment. These lubricants
the well-being of the engine, by reducing dramatically its ageing process”.  
 
All types of Petrom Motor Oil are currently available in all Petrom stations and wi
available soon in supermarkets, dedicated shops and workshops. The new Petrom
Oil targets the medium segment of consumers, drivers largely involved in the life 
their car.  

 
Introducing the new range of motor oil is an important objective in the marketing
of the company. “We are trying to offer our clients not only the best products, bu
services that meet the international standards, and the Petrom Motor Oil range is
exception. Our market segment is very dynamic, and this dynamism is reflected b
Petrom filling stations network”, added Tamas Mayer. 
 
Petrom Motor Oil range covers all the needs of cars and industrial equipments. Be
motor oils for cars and trucks, Petrom offers lubricants for the manual and autom
transmissions of vehicles and hydraulic oils as well. 
 
The launch of the new range will be sustained by a communication campaign in p
outdoor, internet and radio. The campaign’s idea draws from the simple premise 
in Romania becomes more and more similar to a jungle, where the “survival of th
law” applies. The new motor oil from Petrom cannot control this chaotic environm
can help you reduce the wear and tear of your car engine.  
 
Contact details: 
 
Lacramioara Diaconu, M&A, Capital Market Relations  
Tel: +40 (21) 406 01 01, Fax: +40 (21) 406 04 36,  
e-mail address: investor.relations.petrom@petrom.com  
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